According to the myth of druidism, what two elements of the King Arthur story reveal a celtic influence?

According to the myth of druidism, who first brought Christianity to celtic countries?

Celtic Neo-pagan author Erynne Rowan Laurie identifies what qualities as Celtic virtues?

How are rituals conducted in a Gardnerian coven?

How did the Ancient Order of Druids differ from the Druid Circle of the Universal Bond?

How do the Celtic Reconstructionist Pagans differ from other Celtic Neo-pagan groups?

How does the Henge of Keltoria differ from its parent group the ArnDraiocht Fein?

How many seasonal festivals do Neo-pagans celebrate?

How was the Hermetic of the Golden Dawn organized?

In what aspect of worldview is the Wiccan practice of magic located?

In what book can the Law of Thelema be found?

In what text of the Eddas are origins of the Nine Noble Virtues to be found?

On what date do Germanic pagans celebrate Maitag/Merry-Moon?

The Crone aspect of the Goddess represents:

The God in witchcraft is conceived of as:

The Goddess in witchcraft is conceived of as:

The Hunter/Warrior aspect of the God represents:

The Lover aspect of the God represents:

The Maiden aspect of the Goddess represents:

The Mother aspect of the Goddess represents:

The theology of Witchcraft is:

The worldview of contemporary witches includes what elements?

What are landsvaettir?

What are the elements of Celtic Neo-pagan worldview?

What are the elements of Germanic Neo-pagan worldview?

What are the four fire festivals in Celtic Neo-paganism?
What are the four Solar Festivals in Celtic Neo-paganism?
What are the four types of blood sacrifice identified by Margaret Murray?
What are the names of the two pantheons of gods and goddesses in Germanic Neo-paganism?
What are the primary Witch’s tools?
What are the ritual tools of an Asatruar?
What are the smaller units of organization that make up a Kindred?
What are the The Nine Noble Virtues?
What are the three aspects of the triple goddess?
What are the three common ranks within Celtic Druidry?
What are the three criticism of her work that Margaret Murray tries to answer?
What are the three key assumptions of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn?
What are the three levels of initiation identified by Gerald Gardner?
What are the three main symbols in Celtic Neo-paganism?
What are the triads?
What are the two aspects of the God in Witchcraft?
What are the two key teachings of the Reformed Druids of North America?
What author first introduced the terms “sabbat” and “esbat” to refer to witch gatherings?
What book did Aleister Crowley’s spirit guide dictate?
What career did Margaret Murray practice?
What characteristics distinguish asatrur from other varieties of Germanic Neo-paganism?
What characteristics distinguish folkish asatrur from other varieties of Germanic Neo-paganism?
What characteristics distinguish Odinism from other varieties of Germanic Neo-paganism?
What countries are considered “celtic”?
What did the Viking Brotherhood later change its name to?
What do most Asatrur say drew them to the religion from other groups in the Neo-pagan movement?
What does ArnDraiocht Fein mean?
What does Ásatrú mean?
What does skyclad mean?
What does the swastika represent?
What elements distinguish Dianic witchcraft from other forms of witchcraft?
What elements distinguish Gardnerian witchcraft from other forms of witchcraft?
What event significant to witchcraft happened in 1951?
What events led one Neo-pagan to claim that a wind had blown through the world tree?
What festival marks the Wiccan new year?
What god is called “lord of the land”?
What god is called “the trickster”?
What god is called “the skyfather”?
What god is called “the thunderer”?
What goddess is called “the huntress”?
What goddess is called “the silent all-knowing goddess”?
What group did David Fisher start?
What group practices the High Rite?
What group practices the Mistletoe Rite and the Vervain rite?
What groups did Stephen McNallen found?
What is a blot?
What is a garth?
What is a Godhi?
What is a Gothar?
What is a Gydhia?
What is a hearth?
What is a Modron?
What is a moot?
What is a solitary?
What is a sumbel?
What is a thing?
What is an althing?
What is an organized group of Celtic Neo-pagans called?
What is Asgard?
What is Brigid the goddess of?
What is Freyja representative of?
What is Freyr representative of?
What is Frigg representative of?
What is Galdr?
What is Helheim?
What is Loki representative of?
What is Making Taufr?
What is Midgard?
What is Mjolnir?
What is Njord representative of?
What is Odin representative of?
What is Operative Witchcraft, according to Margaret Murray?
What is Ragnarok?
What is Ritual Witchcraft, according to Margaret Murray?
What is Seidhr?
What is Skadi representative of?
What is the “holy book” of the Reformed Druids of North America called?
What is the basic unit of organization in Asatru?
What is the basis of magic, in Germanic Neo-paganism?
What is the basis of Celtic Neo-pagan ethics?
What is the Drawing Down the Moon ceremony?
What is the Eisteddfodau?
What is the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn?
What is the High Rite?
What is the Law of Thelema?
What is the Law of Three?
What is the main difference between the ArnDraiocht Fein and other Celtic Neo-pagan groups?
What is the main difference between esbats and sabbats in contemporary Witchcraft?
What is the main symbol of Germanic Neopagans?
What is the Mistletoe Rite?
What is the Myth of Druidism?
What is the Myth of Witchcraft?
What is the name for a female clergy person in the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids?
What is the name for a male witch?
What is the name given to the Wiccan ethical code?
What is the name of the organization founded by William Westcott?
What is the name of the woman who initiated Gerald Gardner into the New Forest Coven?
What is the name of the coven that Gerald Garner claims to have been initiated into?
What is the name of the world tree in Germanic Neo-paganism?
What is the name of a group of witches?
What is the Tuatha de Danaan?
What is the Vervain Rite?
What is the Wheel of the Year?
What is the Wiccan Rede?
What is the Witches’ athame symbolic of?
What is the Witches’ brazier symbolic of?
What is the Witches’ cup symbolic of?
What is the Witches’ wand symbolic of?
What is Thor representative of?
What is Tyr representative of?
What is Yggdrasil?
What name is given to witches who do not belong to a coven?
What names did the “witches” use to refer to their God, according to Margaret Murray?
What Neo-pagan festival is celebrated with eggs and rabbits?
What person is named as a possible “real” author of Gerald Gardner’s witchcraft rituals?
What pre-existing Welsh institution did Iolo Morganwg link his Druid Revival group to?
What seasonal festival marks the peak of the Goddess’ power in Wicca?
What seasonal festival marks the peak of the God’s power in Wicca?
What story tells of Christianity’s violent contact with Germanic Paganism?
What term do Odinists use to explain their “genetic religion” argument?
What two types of witchcraft does Margaret Murray identify?
What type of Germanic Neo-paganism is the Irminsul Aettir part of?
What was one of the first rituals that Gerald Gardner claims to have taken part in?
What was the full name of the organization founded by Mathers and Westcott?
What was the name of the man who founded the first Druid Revival Group, called the Druid Circle of the Universal Bond?
What was the name of the “New Age” that Aleister Crowley predicted would come?
What was the name of Aleister Crowley’s spirit guide?
What was the name of the spirits of the 3rd order in the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn?
What was the title of Margaret Murray’s book?
What was the welsh name of Edward Williams?
What year was the Golden Dawn founded?
What year were the witchcraft laws repealed?
When did the Druid revival take place?
When do Germanic Pagans celebrate Dieses/Winternight?
Which contemporary Celtic Neo-pagan group can trace its history back to the Druid Revival?
Which god and goddess does the Germanic pagan festival of Loaf-Feast/Freyfaxi honour?
Which God is sometimes called “strife-stirrer”?
Which group believes in the landsvaettir?
Which group can trace its history back to social turmoil in Germany?
Which group did Isaac Bonewits first become ordained as a Druid in?
Which group first drew up the list of the Nine Noble Virtues?
Which group that we have studied practices a “tribalist” form of ethics?
Which group worships Béal?
Which model of Asatru is free of racialist/racist elements?
Which Odinist was strongly influenced by the works of Alexander Rud Mills?
Which of the Celtic Neo-pagan groups we have studied was started on the campus of Carleton College?
Which religious group that we have studied owes an historical debt to storybooks for children?

Who did German youth offer sacrifices to, as part of their youthful rebellion?

Who founded the Ancient Order of Druids?

Who founded the ArnDraiocht Fein?

Who founded the Ásatríarmenn?

Who founded the Druid Revival group called the Gorsedd?

Who founded the Odinist Fellowship?

Who founded the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids?

Who founded the Reformed Druids of North America?

Who founded the Viking Brotherhood?

Who founded The Committee for the Restoration of the Odinic Rite?

Who founded Theodism?

Who is Aiwass?

Who is Alexander Rud Mills?

Who is Béal?

Who is credited with creating the Law of Thelema?

Who is Dorothy Clutterbuck?

Who is Edward Williams?

Who is Else Christensen?

Who is Henry Hurle?

Who is Isaac Bonewits?

Who is John Toland?

Who is John Yeowell?

Who is Olaf Tryggvason?

Who is Ross Nichols?

Who is Samuel Liddel MacGregor Mathers?

Who is Snorri Sturlusson?

Who is Stephen McNallen?

Who is Svienbjörn Beinteinsson?

Who is the Mórrígán?
Who is the mother of all Celtic Gods and Goddesses?
Who is the patron god of Druids?
Who is William Westcott?
Who wrote the Eddas?
Who wrote *The Meaning of Witchcraft*?
Who wrote *The Odinist Religion: Overcoming Jewish Christianity*?
Who wrote *The Witchcult in Western Europe*?
Who wrote *Witchcraft Today*?
Why did Aleister Crowley get such a bad reputation in Occult circles?
Why did Gardner say he wrote his books on witchcraft?
Why do some people think the New Forest Coven was not a group of Hereditary witches, but instead was a group just in place since Margaret Murray’s book was published?